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It’s time to review CO2 + Energy taxes across the world:- 
World Weather in last few years is the Opposite to that 
expected under CO2 / Man-Made Climate-Change. 
 
The Large temperature contrasts now being seen across the world are 
characteristic of the Wild Jet Stream / Mini-Ice-Age #NotCO2 
(Dec 31) In Britain, Ireland and Europe, and USA there have been a lot of large temperature contrasts recently and some 
notable ones are developing in the UK at present. These contrasts have generally been predicted using our WeatherAction 
Solar-Lunar-Action-Technique (SLAT) of long range forecasting and come from the long fetches of the Jet stream implicit in 
Wild-Jet-Stream / MIA conditions. They are nothing whatsoever to do with CO2 and everything to do with solar activity - see  
 
In the UK in detail the N/S contrasts have on this occasion been bigger than we at first expected - and will continue 
like that - which is a sign that we are further into the Mini-Ice-Age than at first thought.  
The mildness in parts is NOT a sign that the MIA is not here, it is a sign that it is very much here. The phrase MIA is often 
misunderstood. It does not mean uniform cold, it means very extreme cold at times and ALSO great temperature contrasts in 
time and across regions.  
 
 

We've been having extreme weather but it's "the wrong type of 
Extremes" for the CO2 story 
Piers Corbyn says (15 Dec):  "The recent weather extremes come from wild temperature and air-mass contrasts driven by the 
wild fluctuations in the jet stream. These are characteristic of the wild Jet stream Age (Mini-IceAge for some at times) we are 
now in as predicted by WeatherAction due to generally low solar activity.  
This type of weather is the OPPOSITE to the predictions of the CO2 theory which necessitates a more poleward jet stream, 
generally warm temperate zone summers and mild winters across the world and LESS extreme variations NOT more. The 
CO2 warmist claim that recent extremes somehow verify their theory is a lie. They knew from our warnings 7 years ago 
that this would happen (not the hot dry summers and mild no-snow winters they predicted) and decided to just claim 
everything that happens confirms their fraudulent theory. The UN IPPC Climate Operation is POLITICS not science. 
The CO2 warmist seasonal predictions are what the world has NOT had in the last 8 years and will NOT have for 
the next two decades" 
UK Media reports (14 Dec) heavy snow in North England - which with some very cold nights*** in the North confirms Weather 
Action detailed cold-burst forecast 12-15 Dec yet declares recent wild weather is driven by Man's CO2 and welcomes UN 
Climate Junket green light for deceit, plunder and unemployment in West. 
*** Piers says interestingly the N/S contrasts have been bigger than we expected and the South often milder or the N/S 
divisions further North even though the basic scenarios in most weather periods have been generally confirmed. 

 
TOP WeatherAction Media coverage News in December... 
- Piers Corbyn on RT (Russia Today) George Galloway "Sputnik" edition 102 shown on Dec 12th  GO TO! => 
=> http://www.weatheraction.com/resource/data/wact1/docs/566c1c32c361887e358b4596.mp4 <= 
- Andrew Neil's BBC This Week show, Thurs 3 Dec, 11.40pm BBC, on Climate Change & all that - "Brilliant!" said viewers 
=> http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b06rjqh1/this-week-byelection-special  
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Piers Corbyn and WeatherAction comment on the COP21 Climate 
Dishonest, Dangerous Deal 
"It is a pack of lies, a word-salad of delusional nonsense which if implemented spells grave danger to the world 
economy and a full scale assault on living standards of ordinary people in the West and the developing world and a 
godsend to multinationals and dodgy dictatorships and Governments the world over.   
"It is not science but politics and we challenge David Shukman of BBC and Sir David Attenborough to public debate on their 
claims and to answer the points made by us below and all scientists at the Paris Climate Challenge alternative to UN IPCC 
held 1-3 Dec - www.PCC15.org   
 
I. THE FACTS OBSERVED IN THE REAL WORLD, rather than the product of failed models by the self-
serving appointees of governments which make-up the IPCC process ARE:-  
(i) ALL predictions of the 'Global Warming' theory of the UNIPCC have failed.  



Real world temperatures as accurately measured by satell i tes are not rising but fal l ing while the UN-IPCC 
models based on 'cretin-Physics' predicted rising for decades. Arctic sea ice has now INCREASED to 
record levels not fallen as required under the UN IPCC model. The actual  rate of sea level  rise (due to the 
slow expansion of sea volume since the last ice-age) has not changed since the industrial revolution and 
not shown extra r ises from increased CO2 
(ii). NONE of the extremes of weather (and alarmist reportage of weather events) and wild behaviour 
of the jet stream which causes them are anything to do with CO2 but are provenly caused and in 
many cases were predicted in detail months ahead by Piers Corbyn's Solar activity driven 
technique.  
The extreme events observed over the last 8 years are THE WRONG TYPE OF EXTREMES FOR THE 
CO2 THEORY. 
Under the CO2 theory the North Hemisphere Jet Stream should have moved North and become less wavy 
but it has moved South and got more wavy in l ine with Piers Corbyn's WeatherAction Solar-Lunar Action 
Technique of long range forecasting. 
  
2. THE UN IPCC MEASURES HAVE FAILED IN THEIR OWN TERMS.  
They are destroying jobs in Britain, Ireland & Europe and merely moving those industries and production of CO2 (which is the 
gas-of-life and not a pollutant) to other parts of the world. 
 
3. THE WORLD POPULATION and world economy are suffering under Climate-Change / Global warming measures by 
rising energy and food charges, fuel poverty and increased starvation particularly in developing countries while the 
Super-rich, BigOil and giant corporations increase profits. 
The measures are nothing to do with science or climate but a distortion of the world economy and redistribution of jobs to 
enable greater exploitation by Giant corporations and the world super-rich. So-called climate Science is a cover for this 
profiteering.  
Of the over one $Billion a day spent on so called climate saving green measures the vast majority is on stupid grandiose 
ineffective projects (wind farms etc) while only a small proportion goes to actual defences (eg better water management) and 
precautions needed for naturally occurring extreme weather events consequent on changing solar activity and motions of the 
Jet Stream. 

 
REPORTS Pdfs+VIDs of recent presentations  
 

1. At Parliament Building meeting Wed 25 Nov 
Peter Gill physicist on the failures on all 6 counts of the foundations of man-made 'climate change science': PDF- 
 WANews15No27PeterGillThoughtsPriorToCOP21 
Piers Corbyn on sun-earth links, the Jet stream, long-range weather forecasting and climate change PDF- 
WANews15No28PiersCorbynTheClimateChangeAct7yearsOn-NewUnderstandings & the fight to save UKSteel 
 

2. VIDEOS and pdfs Dec 1-3rd Paris Climate Challenge,  
conf (Alternative to UN COP21) - inc Piers Corbyn click on link and then Speakers for uploaded vids+ 
pdfs =>www.PCC15.org - Piers Tue pm (loaded) & extra wed pm (not original agenda to be loaded) 
VIDEO: https://pcc15dotorg.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/piers-corbyn-pcc-div-x.mp4 
The presentation powerpoint 
http://www.weatheraction.com/resource/data/wact1/docs/PARISClimateChallengeNewAdvancesJetStream.ppt 

 
 

THE CASE AGAINST MAN MADE CLIMATE CHANGE THEORY IS 
SIMPLE - IN 3 KEY ARGUMENTS READ THIS - PASS IT ON! -  
 
1. There is no evidence now and there never has been in real world data for CO2 levels controlling world 
temperatures.  In fact world temperatures are now falling (using accurate satellite data rather than UN fraud data see 
slide 6 in pdf**) while CO2 levels are rising.  
** See http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews15no16.pdf 
 
2. Man's CO2 flux in and out of atmosphere is only 4% of total. The idea that this dominates the other very variable 
96% is deranged - slides 1+3 of pdf link above  
The fact that termites prioduce ten times the CO2 equivalent of man means Obama and the Pope would do better at 
reducing CO2 by declaring WAR ON TERMITES. 
Interestingly all Obama's wars hitherto have upset the stability of middle-east oil production to the benefit of USA oil production 
(the USA is now an energy exporter not net importer). 
 
3. World sea temperatures control CO2 levels under basic laws of physics so over thousands of years sea 
temperatures (which follow solar activity) LEAD CO2 levels by some hundreds of years, see slides 7+8 in pdf. This is 
an observed fact.  
In everyday life if you warm a glass of fizzy drink CO2 comes off and if you cool it then it will absorb more CO2. The deranged 
CO2 theory will have you believe that putting extra CO2 above a glass of drink (or anything) will warm it up. Of course this 
idea is a deranged tail-wagging dog nonsense.   
 


